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MasterCard Worldwide Corporate Identity System

B2B Communications | Sell Sheet | Basic Instructions

8.5" x 11" (215.9 mm x 279.4 mm)

A B O U T  T H I S  T E M P L AT E

Use this template to create business-to-business (B2B) communications. B2B communications are defi ned as communications and materials developed for 
all B2B audiences including sales , issuers, merchants, corporations, the public sector, and partners. Examples of B2B communication materials include sell 
sheets, white papers, fact sheets, solution briefs, etc. 

Specifi c templates are available for corporate communications. Corporate communications are defi ned as communications and materials developed for 
MasterCard Worldwide staff, vendors, agencies, and other third parties. Examples of corporate communication materials include HR publications, stationery, 
internal posters, press releases, fi nancial documents, community/charity/corporate events, etc.

Visit www.mastercardidentitycenter.com to access the complete MasterCard Worldwide Corporate Identity System, including downloadable templates, artwork, 
guidelines, standards, and the MasterCard Customer Value Proposition (CVP) list.

U S I N G  T H I S  T E M P L AT E

•  Make the Layers palette visible. (Press F7, or select Layers from the Window menu.)

•  Show or hide the Guidelines and Dimensions layers while working on your layout. These layers are for guidance only and will not appear in your B2B 
communication. Be sure to hide or discard these layers when printing or publishing your communication.

•  Use only approved artwork and licensed photography with this template. For more information, contact identity_specialists@mastercard.com, or 
call the Brand Identity Hotline at 1-914-249-1326. 

G R A P H I C  E L E M E N T S

MasterCard Worldwide Corporate Signature:
The MasterCard Worldwide Corporate Signature contains the Corporate Symbol and MasterCard Worldwide Corporate Logotype, creating a distinctive mark 
that is instantly recognizable to our B2B audiences. Always use the authorized artwork, and see the MasterCard Worldwide Corporate Identity System Elements 
for usage standards. The Corporate Signature should be reproduced using process colors plus MasterCard® Yellow 1 (PANTONE ®* 137C).

Progression Arrow:
This graphic element helps identify a document for B2B use. The arrow should always point left to right (or upward when used as the Money Line Progression 
Arrow). The approved artwork is available at www.mastercardidentitycenter.com. The Progression Arrow should never be modifi ed or redrawn.

Brand Color Graphics:
In addition to several text elements found throughout this template, colors from the brand palette are featured only in the Corporate Signature, Progression 
Arrow, How It Works icons, and in the solid color area behind the Insight Line on the front of the document. All other solid color areas must feature colors from 
the primary and complementary palettes, as described below. 

Primary and Complementary Color Graphics:
Accent bars, including reference bars, feature one color chosen from the primary palette. Only one color from the primary palette may be used in any one 
document. All other solid-color areas in the document must feature the corresponding color from the complementary palette. 

C O L O R  PA L E T T E S 2

To differentiate us from our competition in the B2B market, we use MasterCard Red and MasterCard Yellow from the brand palette, as well as one color from 
the primary palette and the corresponding lighter color from the complementary palette.

Brand Palette:  

 MasterCard Red (PANTONE 485C; C0/M100/Y100/K0) 

 MasterCard Yellow (PANTONE 137C; C0/M40/Y100/K0) 

 MW Gray (PANTONE 432C; C0/M0/Y0/K80) 

Primary Palette:  Complementary Palette: 

 MW Blue  (PANTONE 647C; C100/M56/Y0/K23)  MW Light Blue  (PANTONE 644C; C42/M16/Y0/K6) 

 MW Navy  (PANTONE 654C; C100/M67/Y0/K38)  MW Light Navy  (PANTONE 651C; C38/M18/Y0/K6) 

 MW Purple  (PANTONE 7447C; C60/M58/Y0/K19)  MW Light Purple  (PANTONE 7444C; C20/M17/Y0/K0) 

 MW Plum  (PANTONE 5195C; C72/M90/Y75/K15)  MW Light Plum  (PANTONE 5225C; C17/M25/Y15/K0) 

 MW Sienna  (PANTONE 724C; C0/M51/Y100/K36)  MW Light Sienna  (PANTONE 721C; C0/M24/Y52/K3) 

 MW Brown  (PANTONE 7505C; C0/M30/Y70/K55)  MW Light Brown  (PANTONE 7502C; C0/M8/Y35/K10) 

 MW Ochre  (PANTONE 456C; C0/M15/Y100/K43)  MW Light Ochre  (PANTONE 459C; C6/M7/Y55/K0) 

 MW Green  (PANTONE 555; C75/M0/Y60/K55)  MW Light Green (PANTONE 558C; C19/M0/Y14/K9) 

 MW Teal  (PANTONE 5473C; C82/M0/Y28/K52)  MW Light Teal  (PANTONE 5503C; C29/M0/Y10/K14) 

 MW Gray  (PANTONE 432C; C0/M0/Y0/K80)  MW Light Gray  (PANTONE 428C; C0/M0/Y0/K20) 

 Black  (C0/M0/Y0/K100) 

1  Reproduce MasterCard Yellow as a match color whenever possible.

2  Templates contain a complete set of four-color process / match swatches from both color palettes. To reproduce any color as a match color, double-click its swatch and set Color Type to Spot.

 *The color values shown here have not been evaluated by Pantone, Inc., for accuracy and may not match the PANTONE Color Standard. Consult current PANTONE Color Publications for accurate color. PANTONE® is the property of Pantone, Inc.
 NOTE: For a select few MasterCard colors (MW Navy, MW Gray, MW Light Gray, MasterCard Red, and MasterCard Yellow), we have customized the process values to achieve optimal results.

 ©2010 MasterCard. Proprietary and Confi dential. All rights reserved.



Reference Text

ADVANCING CVP EXPRESSION
ON ONE OR TWO LINES

ADVANCING COMMERCE

Framing the Issue Subhead appears here in sentence case.
Framing the Issue Paragraph appears here, aligned fl ush left in 
sentence case. Paragraph may consist of a maximum of fi ve lines, 
including subhead. Framing the Issue Paragraph appears here, aligned 
fl ush left in sentence case.

INSIGHT LINE APPEARS HERE 
ON ONE OR TWO LINES IN ALL CAPS.*00.0 million

* “Footnote reference in sentence case.” Author, Date, Source.
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1  Reference Text
This succinct title, usually the trademarked or offi cial name of the product or solution, should be less 
than fi ve words.

Text: Title case, Frutiger 55 Roman, 10 pt., white.

2  CVP Expression Headline
This headline should succinctly and consistently communicate the MasterCard Customer Value 
Proposition (CVP). The headline always begins with “ADVANCING” followed by a specifi c 
CVP Expression. The CVP Expression should always: 1.) focus on the customer benefi t or objective; 
2.) be selected from those found in the preapproved list of CVP Expressions found in the MasterCard 
Identity Center located at www.mastercardidentitycenter.com; 3.) be thoroughly addressed by the 
document itself. The bottom baseline of the headline should always appear 30 pt. above the baseline 
of the CVP Expression Subhead.

Text: All caps, Frutiger 55 Roman, 28 / 34 pt., fl ush right, MasterCard Red.

3  CVP Expression Subhead
This subhead never appears without the CVP Expression Headline and always consists of the words 
“ADVANCING COMMERCE.” This is a locked text element and should not be altered in any way (e.g., 
size, position, color, or content).

Text: All caps, Frutiger 55 Roman, 18 / 30 pt., black, screened to 40 percent.

4  Insight Line, Figure, and Text 
This brief MasterCard insight should add relevant and timely information to the story presented in the  
Framing the Issue Paragraph. It should highlight a statistic, quote, ratio, etc., that identifi es a pertinent 
market opportunity. If a fi gure is a monetary number, it should be written in the following order: sign 
(e.g., $, £, €, etc.); numeral; unit (e.g., B or billion, M or million, etc., depending on space). Figure and 
text base-align to each other. Text begins 16 pt. to the right of the fi gure. In rare cases when an 
appropriate fi gure is not available, the Insight Line itself, or a quote formatted like the Insight Line, may 
occupy the entire Insight Line Color Bar. It should be aligned left with any subhead and/or paragraph 
below the Insight Line Color Bar.

Figure: Frutiger 65 Bold and/or Frutiger 55 Roman, 24 pt., white.
Text: All caps (except for words that accompany the fi gure, e.g.,“million”), Frutiger 55 Roman, 
10 / 12 pt., white.

5  Framing the Issue Subhead
This subhead must be readable at a glance and compelling enough to draw the reader into the
rest of the copy. The cap height of the subhead always is positioned 0.384" below the Insight Line
Color Bar.

Text: Sentence case, Frutiger 45 Light, 14 / 18 pt., MasterCard Red.

6  Framing the Issue Paragraph
This paragraph identifi es and provides context for the customer opportunity or challenge. It demonstrates 
an understanding of your audience and the market and allows you to unveil the Solution Statement 
(page 3, number 2). Copy points could begin with the current market situation, followed by the 
opportunity and / or customer need. The number of lines may vary to accommodate translations to 
languages other than English. Writers: Please reference the Client Input Brief and MasterCard Worldwide 
Marketing Communication Guide for instruction on crafting this paragraph.

Text: Sentence case, Frutiger 45 Light, 14 / 18 pt., MW Gray.

7  Footnote (Optional)
If needed, the Footnote cites a reference relevant to information contained in the Insight Line or the 
Framing the Issue Paragraph.

Text: Sentence case, Frutiger 45 Light, 6 / 8 pt., black.

1

MasterCard Worldwide Corporate Identity System

B2B Communications | Sell Sheet | Cover 

8.5" x 11" (215.9 mm x 279.4 mm)

What this is:
A sell sheet highlights how a single or integrated set of MasterCard capabilities can help drive results for 
a customer, based on a specifi c need, challenge, or business opportunity. NOTE: This template represents 
a three-page layout option but can be extended to four pages or reduced to two as content dictates. 

Purpose:
Serves as a lead-generator and business development tool that can be used as a leave-behind at trade 
shows, conferences, and customer meetings.

Target audience:
Manager, Specialist, Operations/Technology. (For more details on specifi c target audience roles, please 
download Audience Personas located at www.mastercardidentitycenter.com.) 

G R A P H I C  E L E M E N T S

A  MasterCard Worldwide Corporate Signature 
The MasterCard Worldwide Corporate Signature contains the Corporate Symbol and the MasterCard 
Worldwide Corporate Logotype, creating a distinctive mark that is instantly recognizable to our B2B 
audiences. Always use the authorized artwork, and see the MasterCard Worldwide Corporate Identity 
System Elements for usage standards. The Corporate Signature should be reproduced using process 
colors plus MasterCard Yellow.

Dimensions: 1.000" wide x 0.900" high.

B  Reference Bar
The Reference Bar bleeds left and may be extended horizontally to the right to accommodate text, but 
may not exceed half the width of the page. The Reference Bar may be any color from the primary palette, 
but must be the same color throughout the document.

Dimensions: 0.2778" high (excluding bleed); observe corner radius; print bleed left when possible.

C  Progression Arrow
This graphic element helps identify B2B communication documents. The arrow should always point left to 
right. It is prepared as fi nished art and should not be modifi ed in any way (e.g., color, skew, warp, etc.). 
Always use approved artwork, which may be downloaded from www.mastercardidentitycenter.com. 
Always center the Progression Arrow vertically with the Main Image area. NOTE: The color portion of the 
Progression Arrow must not be placed over an image.

Dimensions: 2.761" wide x 2.276" high.

D  Main Image 
Pulled from the MasterCard Worldwide Image Library located at https://mastercard.emotion.com, this 
image should be a literal representation of the document’s purpose. The Main Image bleeds left and may 
be reduced as much as 1.000" vertically (from the bottom up) to accommodate text in the Framing the 
Issue Paragraph.

Photo size: 6.750" wide x 4.625" high; photo bleeds left.

E  Insight Line Color Bar 
The Insight Line Color Bar bleeds left and borders the bottom edge of the Main Image. This Color Bar 
may not be altered. However, the Color Bar may be relocated as much as 1.000" vertically (from the 
bottom up) to accommodate text in the Framing the Issue Paragraph.

Dimensions: 6.750" wide x 0.875" high; color area bleeds left.
Color: MasterCard Red
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MasterCard Solution Support subhead appears here.

MasterCard Solution Support paragraph appears here, aligned fl ush left in sentence case. This brief paragraph 
may consist of as many lines as is appropriate to the content. Paragraph is followed by a 0.250" space and 2 pt., 
rule, which are added automatically by the Paragraph Style.

Reference Text

MasterCard Solution Statement appears here, 

aligned fl ush left in sentence case on a minimum of two lines, 

up to a maximum of fi ve lines

$0.0B
Money Line 

Callout Quote 

appears here, 

aligned fl ush left 

in sentence case. 

Use as many lines 

as is appropriate 

to the content. The 

oversized quotation 

mark graphics are 

embedded and 

will move with the 

quote copy. 

Firstname Lastname
Job Title
Location

Results may vary and are
based on a number of
variables that may differ.

How you may benefi t:

Specifi c Benefi ts paragraph appears here, aligned 
fl ush left in sentence case.

• Benefi t List bullet item

• Benefi t List bullet item

• Benefi t List bullet item

• Benefi t List bullet item

Optional Specifi c Benefi ts paragraph may appear 
here, aligned fl ush left in sentence case.

How your cardholders may benefi t:

Specifi c Benefi ts paragraph appears here, aligned 
fl ush left in sentence case.

• Benefi t List bullet item

• Benefi t List bullet item

• Benefi t List bullet item

• Benefi t List bullet item

Optional Specifi c Benefi ts paragraph may appear 
here, aligned fl ush left in sentence case.

ADVANCING CVP EXPRESSION ADVANCING COMMERCE 2

* “Footnote reference in sentence case.” Reference name, date, source.
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C O N T E N T  E L E M E N T S

1  Reference Text
This version of the Reference Text should be used on every page after the cover, using the same 
MasterCard product or solution name.

Text: Title case, Frutiger 55 Roman, 10 pt., same color as the Reference Bar.

2  Solution Statement
This statement introduces a unique MasterCard capability or solution and links it to the overall business 
issue framed in the previous section. It should also support the MasterCard CVP Expression (located at 
www.mastercardidentitycenter.com). The number of lines may vary to accommodate translations to 
languages other than English.

Text: Sentence case, Frutiger 55 Roman, 14 / 28 pt., 65 percent of primary color in the Reference Bar.

3  Solution Support Subhead and Paragraph
This core subhead and paragraph explains the solution in a more detailed and pragmatic way, and 
address the following:

• What it is
• Who it benefi ts
• Key attributes
• How it meets the customer’s need(s)

Subhead: Sentence case, Frutiger 55 Roman, 11 / 12 pt., MasterCard Red, top-aligned to the
Money Line Box.
Paragraph: Sentence case, Frutiger 45 Light, 9 / 12 pt., MW Gray.

4  Specifi c Benefi ts Subhead and Paragraph
This element quickly highlights the benefi ts of the solution or product by audience. Best practice suggests 
a list for each audience of three to fi ve bullets. This area features two columns with a 0.250" gutter. 

Subhead: Sentence case, Frutiger 55 Roman, 11 / 12 pt., MasterCard Red.
Paragraph: Sentence case, Frutiger 45 Light, 9 / 12 pt., MW Gray.
Bullet color: MasterCard Red.

5  Money Line Figure, Callout Quote, and Attribution
Along with the Solution Support Subhead and Paragraph, this callout line emphasizes how the 
product or solution delivers on increased revenue or fi nancial opportunities for the audience. Ideally 
featuring a quantifi able currency fi gure from internal sources (e.g., white paper or external), industry 
analysts, or a credible third party, the Money Line Figure, Callout Quote supports the CVP Expression. The 
Money Line Figure should be written in the following order: sign (e.g., $, £, €, etc.); numeral; unit (e.g., B 
or billion, M or million, etc., depending on available space). The disclaimer, “Results may vary and are 
based on a number of variables that may differ,” should follow the quote or data source attribution.

Figure: Frutiger 55 Roman, 22 / 28 pt., black.
Callout quote: Sentence case, Frutiger 55 Roman, 8 / 12 pt., black.
Attribution: Frutiger 45 Light, 7 / 9 pt., black.
Disclaimer: Sentence case, Frutiger 45 Light, 7 / 9 pt., black.

6  Content Footnote (Optional)
If needed, the Content Footnote cites a reference relevant to information contained in the content.

Text: Sentence case, Frutiger 45 Light, 6 / 8 pt., black.

7  CVP Expression Footer
The same CVP Expression Headline and CVP Expression Subhead that appear on the cover should 
appear on the bottom of each subsequent page. The footer contains a Progression Arrow embedded 
in the text. Do not re-create the footer elements; use existing artwork and text to avoid inconsistencies.

Text: All caps, Frutiger 55 Roman, 9 / 10 pt., MasterCard Red and MW Gray.

8  Page Number
Page numbering should start on the fi rst page that contains information after the cover. On a facing-
pages document, the numbering should alternate between bottom-left and bottom-right.

Text: Frutiger 55 Roman, 8/9 pt., MW Gray.

MasterCard Worldwide Corporate Identity System

B2B Communications | Sell Sheet | Inside 

8.5" x 11" (215.9 mm x 279.4 mm)

G R A P H I C  E L E M E N T S

A  MasterCard Worldwide Corporate Signature 
The MasterCard Worldwide Corporate Signature contains the Corporate Symbol and MasterCard 
Worldwide Corporate Logotype, creating a distinctive mark that is instantly recognizable to our B2B 
audiences. Always use the authorized artwork, and see the MasterCard Worldwide Corporate Identity 
System Elements for usage standards. The Corporate Signature should be reproduced using process 
colors plus MasterCard Yellow.

Width:1.000" wide x 0.900" high.

B  Reference Bar—Short Version
This version of the Reference Bar bleeds left and extends to within .085" of the Reference Text.

Dimensions: 0.682" wide x 0.285" high with 0.0417" corner radius; bar bleeds left.
Color: Same primary color as the Reference Bar.

C  Solution Support Rule 
A 2 pt. rule in MW Light Gray appears 0.196" below the end of the Solution Support Paragraph,
and 0.238" above the Specifi c Benefi ts Subhead. This rule extends the full width of the text area.

Rule: 6.005" wide x 2 pt., MW Light Gray.

D  Money Line Box
The Money Line Box calls attention to the area and makes the information more visually accessible.
This box color must be the complementary color to the Reference Bar.

Dimensions: 1.625" wide (including bleed) x 5.500" high; box bleeds right.
Color: Complementary color to the Reference Bar.

E  Money Line Progression Arrow 
The upward Money Line Progression Arrow, screened in white over the Money Line Box, reinforces 
the opportunity presented in the Money Line Callout Quote. 

Dimensions: 1.333" wide x 1.625" high. NOTE: The Arrow should always point upward.

F  Panoramic Image (Optional) 
Pulled from the MasterCard Worldwide Image Library located at https://mastercard.emotion.com, and 
cropped in a unique way, this photo reinforces a potential benefi t of the solution. The photo should feel 
more representational (less literal) than the cover image. The photo area and Money Line Box are 
bordered at the bottom by a 2 pt., rule in MW Light Gray.

Dimensions: 6.326" wide x 1.472" high.
Rule: 7.750" wide x 2 pt., MW Light Gray; rule bleeds right.
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Reasons to Believe Subhead.

Reasons to Believe Paragraph appears here, aligned 
fl ush left in sentence case. Use as many lines or 
paragraphs as is appropriate to the content1.

Reasons to Believe Paragraph appears here, aligned 
fl ush left in sentence case. Use as many lines or 
paragraphs as is appropriate to the content.

Reasons to Believe Paragraph appears here, aligned 
fl ush left in sentence case. Use as many lines or 
paragraphs as is appropriate to the content.
1 Footnote reference in sentence case. Reference name, date, source.

Closing the Deal Subhead.

Closing the Deal Paragraph appears here, aligned 
fl ush left in sentence case. Use as many lines or 
paragraphs as is appropriate to the content.

Final paragraph is followed by an 18 pt. space and 
2 pt. rule, which are added automatically by the 
Paragraph Style.

 
The Call to Action appears here on two or

 three lines and should instruct readers to
contact a MasterCard Account Representative.

Reference Text

MasterCard Worldwide is at the heart of commerce. Our understanding of how and why commerce is conducted allows us to 
create more advanced methods of payment that fuel economic connections and drive real business value.

©2010 MasterCard. Proprietary and Confi dential. All rights reserved.
[If applicable, insert appropriate trademark attribution here. Consult your MasterCard Worldwide Law Department representative.]

3ADVANCING CVP EXPRESSION ADVANCING COMMERCE

HOW IT WORKS

1 How It Works description,
 fl ush left in sentence case.

2 How It Works description,
 fl ush left in sentence case.

3 How It Works description,
 fl ush left in sentence case.

4 How It Works description,
 fl ush left in sentence case.

5 How It Works description,
 fl ush left in sentence case.

6 How It Works description,
 fl ush left in sentence case.

Optional Proof Quote may 

appear here. The oversized 

quotation mark graphics are 

embedded and will move with 

the quote copy. 

 Firstname Lastname
 Job Title
 Location

 Results may vary and are
 based on a number of
 variables that may differ.
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C O N T E N T  E L E M E N T S

1  Reference Text
This alternate version of the Reference Text from the front cover is used on every inside page.

Text: Title case, Frutiger 55 Roman, 10 pt., same color as the Reference Bar.

2  How It Works Diagram and Text (Optional)
The components of this diagram, including subhead, numbers, captions, and illustration text, all help 
reinforce the signifi cance of the graphic elements.

Subhead: All caps, Frutiger 55 Roman, 11 / 12 pt., MW Gray.
Numbers: Frutiger 55 Roman, 11 / 12 pt., MasterCard Red.
Descriptions: Sentence case, Frutiger 55 Roman, 9 / 12 pt., MW Gray.

3  Reasons to Believe Subhead and Paragraph
The Reasons to Believe Subhead and Paragraph allows you to assert the single-minded message
and convince your audience that it’s true. It should contain the key benefi ts and MasterCard 
Worldwide’s competitive advantages that a customer (and their customers) may derive from the 
solution. Ask yourself: Why is this message important? What benefi ts do the product or solution 
deliver? For example, if your single-minded message is “ADVANCING YOUR REVENUE,” what reasons 
would your audience have to believe it? If a Proof Quote and Attribution is not used, set type to fi ll 
the unused space.

Subhead: Title case, Frutiger 55 Roman, 11 / 12 pt., MasterCard Red.
Paragraph: Sentence case, Frutiger 45 Light, 9 / 12 pt., MW Gray.

4  Closing the Deal Subhead and Paragraph
The Closing the Deal Subhead and Paragraph could include facts about the company history, its sales 
staff, and their expertise, explaining why your audience would want to partner with MasterCard 
Worldwide instead of a MasterCard competitor. If a Card Artwork is not used, set type to fi ll the 
unused space.

Subhead: Title case, Frutiger 55 Roman, 11 / 12 pt., MasterCard Red.
Paragraph: Sentence case, Frutiger 45 Light, 9 / 12 pt., MW Gray.

5  Proof Quote and Attribution (Optional)
This quote from a MasterCard customer or employee emphasizes how the product or solution delivered 
increased revenue or fi nancial opportunities. This should add credibility and reinforce the Customer 
Value Proposition. The disclaimer, “Results may vary and are based on a number of variables that may 
differ,” should follow the quote attribution.

Quote: Sentence case, ITC Garamond Light Italic, 8 / 12 pt., black.
Attribution: Title case, Frutiger 45 Light, 7 / 9 pt., black.
Disclaimer: Sentence case, Frutiger 45 Light, 7 / 9 pt., black.

6  Inline Content Footnote (Optional)
If needed, the Content Footnote cites a reference relevant to information contained in the content.
An Inline Content Footnote should be generated using InDesign’s automatic footnote functions thereby 
keeping it with its typographical referencing markers. The footnote should be set to drop to the end of 
the relevant column in the text box. Do not use footnote underlines or separating rules.

Text: Sentence case, Frutiger 45 Light, 5.5 / 6 pt., black.

7  Call to Action
Re-emphasizes the single takeaway and provides succinct direction on what you want the audience
to do next. The Call to Action may appear at the end of the Closing the Deal Paragraph within the 
confi nes of the right-hand column of the two-column text box, or it may be placed outside and below
the Closing the Deal Paragraph text box. It may span the page to the margins (see the alternative back 
page examples at lower left).

Text: Sentence case, Frutiger 65 Bold, 10 / 11.5  pt., MasterCard Red.

8  Mission Statement Paragraph
This prewritten, preapproved piece of marketing copy communicates the higher value mission of 
MasterCard Worldwide. The number of lines may vary to accommodate translations to languages other 
than English.

Text: Sentence case, Frutiger 55 Roman, 8 / 9.6 pt., MW Gray.

9  Copyright and Legal Disclaimer
The Copyright should always appear at the end of the piece with the copyright symbol mark, the year, 
and then, “MasterCard. Proprietary. All rights reserved.,” or “MasterCard. Proprietary and Confi dential. 
All rights reserved.,” based on usage. Contact your MasterCard Worldwide Law Department 
representative for applicable trademark attribution language. If the communication is a derivative, then 
instead of the year, the date range would appear, for example “©2008–2010 MasterCard.”

Text: Sentence case, Frutiger 45 Light, 6 / 7.2 pt., MW Gray.

10  CVP Expression Footer
The same CVP Expression Headline and CVP Expression Subhead that appear on the cover should 
appear on the bottom of each subsequent page. The footer contains a Progression Arrow embedded 
in the text. Do not re-create the footer elements; use existing artwork and text to avoid inconsistencies.

Text: All caps, Frutiger 55 Roman, 9 / 10 pt., MasterCard Red and MW Gray.

11  Page Number
Page numbering should start on the fi rst page that contains information after the cover. On a facing-
pages document, the numbering should alternate between bottom-left and bottom-right.

Text: Frutiger 55 Roman, 8/9 pt., MW Gray.

MasterCard Worldwide Corporate Identity System

B2B Communications | Sell Sheet | Back (Alternative Call to Action) 

8.5" x 11" (215.9 mm x 279.4 mm)

G R A P H I C  E L E M E N T S

A  MasterCard Worldwide Corporate Signature 
The MasterCard Worldwide Corporate Signature contains the Corporate Symbol and MasterCard 
Worldwide Corporate Logotype, creating a distinctive mark that is instantly recognizable to our B2B 
audiences. Always use the authorized artwork, and see the MasterCard Worldwide Corporate Identity 
System Elements for usage standards. The Corporate Signature should be reproduced using process 
colors plus MasterCard Yellow.

Width:1.000" wide x 0.900" high.

B  Reference Bar—Short Version
This version of the Reference Bar bleeds left and extends to within 0.069" of the Reference Text.

Dimensions: 0.682" wide x 0.285" high with a 0.0417" corner radius; bar bleeds left.
Color: Same primary color as the Reference Bar.

C  How It Works Icons (for Use ONLY in the Optional How It Works Diagram) 
A new set of icons has been created to help illustrate the various steps in the How It Works 
Diagram. They replace photography, which can be misinterpreted. Icons should visually communicate 
the process. Diagrams should contain no more than six and no less than three icons. Download approved 
icons from www.mastercardidentitycenter.com. 

D  Horizontal Rule (Optional)
A 2 pt., rule in MW Light Gray may be used to separate discrete areas of content. These rules may 
extend the full width of the text area, or may be used in columns (e.g., beneath the Closing the 
Deal Paragraph).

Rule: Varying width x 2 pt., MW Light Gray.

E  Proof Quote Callout Box (Optional)
The box containing the quote and attribution appears in the same complementary color as the Money 
Line Box (page 3, letter D) and should include a silhouetted photo of the customer or employee quoted 
to help create a more personal, approachable connection to the company or division. 

Dimensions: Vary by application.
Color: Same complementary color as the Money Line Box.

F  Card Artwork (Optional) 
An image of a MasterCard card may be placed here If applicable. Approved card artwork may be 
downloaded from www.mastercardidentitycenter.com.

G  Cell Phone Icon
Part of the icon library available at www.mastercardidentitycenter.com, this icon should accompany the 
Call to Action.

Dimensions: 0.215" wide x 0.333" high.

Template Flexibility Samples
While MasterCard B2B templates are designed to be defi nitive in terms of brand consistency, it should
be understood that it is permissible for content to inform good layout. If unique or unforeseen content
requires special layout treatments, it is better that the layout be modifi ed to accommodate it. It is
however imperative to maintain brand consistency within these templates.

Visit www.mastercardidentitycenter.com to access the complete MasterCard Worldwide Corporate 
Identity System.

Below are sample page designs that show modifi ed back page layouts while still conforming to 
MasterCard Worldwide brand standards.
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